Disorientation, confabulation, and extinction capacity: clues on how the brain creates reality.
Disorientation and confabulation often have a common course, independent of amnesia. Behaviorally spontaneous confabulation is the form in which patients act according to a false concept of reality; they fail to abandon action plans (anticipations) that do not pertain to the present situation. This continued enactment of previously valid but meanwhile invalidated anticipations can be conceived as deficient extinction capacity, that is, failure to integrate negative prediction errors into behavior. In this study, we explored whether disorientation and behaviorally spontaneous confabulation are associated with extinction failure. Twenty-five patients hospitalized for neurorehabilitation after first-ever brain injury who either had severe amnesia (n = 17), an orbitofrontal lesion (n = 14), or both (n = 6) were tested regarding disorientation (questionnaire) and performed an experimental task of association learning and extinction. Five patients were also classified as behaviorally spontaneous confabulators. Extinction capacity explained 66% of the variance of orientation in the whole group of patients (amnesics only, 56%; orbitofrontal group only, 90%), whereas association learning explained only 17% of the variance in the whole group (amnesics only, 7%; orbitofrontal group only, 16%). Also, extinction capacity, but not association learning, significantly distinguished between behaviorally spontaneous confabulators and all other subjects. Disorientation and behaviorally spontaneous confabulation are strongly and specifically associated with a failure of extinction, the ability to learn that previously appropriate anticipations no longer apply. Rather than invoking high-level monitoring processes, the human brain seems to make use of an ancient biological faculty-extinction-to keep thought and behavior in phase with reality.